Products That Fit
Technology that’s good for the body

Today’s digital lifestyle
puts high demands on the
body from morning until
night. Tremendous strains
exits from wrists to foreGoldtouch V2 Comfort Keyboard
arms, shoulders to backs
and nerves to hands. Continuous typing increases the
likelihood of developing carpal tunnel syndrome and
other repetitive strain injuries (RSI). To combat this
problem Goldtouch designs and manufactures ergonomic
products, to help computer users to stay healthy and
comfortable.

Product Lineup
Ergonomic Keyboards
Ergonomic Mouse
Notebook/Tablet Stands

Ergonomic Keyboards

Goldtouch Go!2 Mobile Keyboard

By tenting vertically and horizontally to Goldtouch ergonomic
keyboards adjust to fit the user,
greatly reducing the chances of
developing an RSI like carpal
tunnel syndrome.

Ergonomic Mouse
The ergonomic mouse will gently guide
your wrist and forearm into a natural
comfortable position to decrease
Goldtouch Comfort Mouse
strain on your forearms and joints.

Laptop and Tablet Stands

Goldtouch Go! Travel Stand

Essential for travel of office, the
laptop and tablet stands are a simple and portable solution for ensuring that your portable screens are
set at an appropriate height. The
stand will help preventing hunching,
slouching and general poor posture.
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Ergonomic Keyboards, Mice & Notebook/Tablet Stands

Goldtouch V2 USB Comfort Keyboard
GTN-0099
The Goldtouch V2 Adjustable Keyboard is designed to adjust
from 0-30° on the horizontal plan to straighten your wrists and 0
-30° of vertical tenting to alleviate the pressure in your tendons
and joints and align the arms and shoulders in a natural comfortable position.

GTLS-0055

GTLS-0077U

Goldtouch Go! Travel Notebook & Tablet Stand
GTLS-0055 (Aluminum)
GTLS-0077U (Composite Resin)
The Goldtouch Go! Notebook and Tablet Stands feature our
innovative height adjustment/travel system to raise your laptop
to the perfect height. The stands are adjustable to change the
angle for greater comfort and reduced neck strain.

Hippus HandShoe Mouse
KOV-M2UB-LC (Right Handed)
The HandShoe Mouse provides full support for you hand and
fingers at the ideal angle of 25-30 degrees, which enables a
relaxed position for your forearm.

Goldtouch Go2! Bluetooth Wireless Mobile Keyboard
GTP-0044W
Designed for the mobile or office professional, the new light and
sleek Goldtouch G0!2 Mobile Keyboard offers personalized
comfort that’s uniquely adjustable. The keyboard folds to a
compact size for even greater travel convenience.

Bluetooth Mini Keyboard
GTA-0033
The new ultra-sleek and ultra portable Goldtouch Bluetooth
Mini Keyboard was created specially for the modern, on-the go
lifestyle.

OrthoMouse
KOV-ORTHO (Corded)
KOV-ORTHO-W (Wireless)
The Orthopedic Computer Mouse guides your hand into a comfortable natural position.

Goldtouch Go!2 Keyboard and Notebook Stand Bundle
GTLS-0099 (with GTP-0044 Keyboard & Aluminum Stand)
GTLS-0099W (with GTP-0044W Keyboard & Aluminum Stand)

Evoluent Mouse
KOV-VM4R (Corded)
KOV-VM4RW (Wireless)
The patented shape supports your hand in an upright neutral
posture, that eliminates forearm twisting.

